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Lay’s® is one of the most iconic chip brands on the planet! Lay’s is

one of PepsiCo’s global flagship brands, with more than 200 flavour

offerings globally, more than any other chip brand in the world!

Lay’s has over 90%  brand awareness and over 85 years of heritage

that all started with home-grown potatoes, cooked and seasoned to

perfection 

In Canada, this narrative is no different. Lay’s is Canada’s favourite

potato chip brand  in part due to its strong ability to develop world-

class flavours, and effective marketing campaigns that are insightful,

clever, humorous, joy filled, and warm-hearted. Lay’s is a widely

available brand, and can be found in almost any traditional

convenience, grocery or big box store, with over 95%  distribution in

Grocery and Mass retailers. 

In the past, the Lay’s brand has leveraged partnerships to grow

relevance and engage with consumers. For example, the brand has

built iconic sport partnerships (e.g. NHL, NFL, UEFA etc.), but has

also leveraged food brand partnerships to make an impact in the

marketplace. 

As such a popular and mature brand, Lay’s must drive growth by

finding new ways to stay top of mind, and relevant to its consumer. 
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As the Brand Manager of Lay’s, you are tasked with

creating the next big idea on Lay’s by leveraging an

existing partnership (brand, sport, etc.) or establishing a

net-new one (brand, sport, etc.). 

You will need to define the insight, strategy, execution

and communication plan that will drive preference,

purchase intent, and reinforce Lay’s popularity in flavour.  

THE
CHALLENGE
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24-40 years old

Over-indexed in metro and suburban areas 

50/50 male and female 

This group is busy balancing work, relationships, and their latest DIY project, they find joy by

playing with their pets and spending time with the people they love. They want to take a break

with a fun, convenient snack that is full of flavour and are always looking for new experiences. 

This group has worked out how to make the most of every single day. When they are having a

good time, you can’t help but join in. They have that spark that makes everything they touch a

little better. Situations become more fun; the people around them are carefree and energized

about life.

Entertainment: Accessible, light-hearted entertainment that “jolts” consumers into joy and

connects them with others.

Food & Experiences: Everyday way to unlock new experiences from trying out new

restaurants, new flavours, or the latest delivery service. In addition to this, sharing their

worthy food experiences with family & friends prolong the joy.

Style: Playing with personal style is an easy way to add joy to your everyday. Our consumers

love what they love and have fun doing it.

THE LAY’S
CONSUMER

Canadians are spending a lot of time with viewing media digitally
More online time likely spent on mobile vs. desktop (mostly through social media)
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Identify the value, brand benefits, and growth potential of your chosen

partnership with the Lay’s brand

Understand the Lay’s target demographic and why the partnership

resonates with them

Outline how you will build consumer engagement through your 360-

marketing strategy, building excitement at every point of the consumer

journey

Define how you would measure success

MANDATORY DELIVERABLES
Launch Timing: June 2021 

Budget: $1,000,000 marketing budget to support the launch of your

partnership.

1.

2.

WITHIN THIS, YOU WILL NEED TO:

WHERE NOT TO FOCUS:

Supply chain – warehousing, delivery, etc.

Customer Service

Customer Development and Product Listings

You can assume that any display or innovation product you launch will be

accepted by relevant/all retailers
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FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION:

Think media-to-shelf in your approach: how will this partnership activation

drive conversion at the point of purchase?

How will this partnership help the Lay’s brand stand out from competitors?

Be SMART on your KPIs/objectives to determine how you would measure

success

COVID-19 has greatly affected how consumers interact with brands, so how

might your strategy adapt to new consumer behaviours?

The partnership can come in any form that you believe will drive growth on

the business (e.g. New Flavour, Sports Partnership, etc.)


